Abstract: In this paper we compare some socio-ecological traits of feral dogs and wolves in order to assess the social ecology of feral dogs in terms of its adaptive value in the natural environment, and to evaluate to what extent the domestication process altered the wolf’s socio-ecological patterns. Referring to feral dogs as those dogs living in a wild state with no food and shelter intentionally provided by humans, and showing a continuous and strong avoidance of direct human contacts, we review the currently available information on feral dog ecology, and particular reference is made to a 3-year term project on feral dog ecology in Abruzzo, Italy. Through comparison of relevant behavioural and ecological features of both wolves and feral dogs, we hypothesize that some aspects of the feral dogs' ecology, having escaped natural selection pressures, represent primarily expression of "evolutionary inertia" or an epiphenomena of artificial selection. Fitness-related measures of sociality, demography, reproduction, space-use, activity patterns, and feeding ecology in feral dogs tend to support our original hypothesis: feral dogs are not reproductively self-sustaining, suffer from high rates of juvenile mortality, depend indirectly upon humans for food, co-optable individuals, and space, and their demography appears dominated by unpredictable mechanisms. However, further research is needed, especially concerning different ecological conditions and multi-generational time-scales, as well as the role that dominant breed-types and cross-breeding history within feral dog groups might play in the expression of the analyzed socio-ecological features.
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INTRODUCTION

Feral dogs probably existed in Eurasia soon after the beginning of dog domestication, as a result of the high integration of Mesolithic human cultures and the natural environment, and of the many opportunities the dogs had to move in and out of human settlements. Also on the North American continent feral dogs are believed to have existed well before European contact (McKnight 1964). There are at least two notable examples showing that the feralization process was already going on several millennia ago: the dingo in Australia and its likely ancestor the pariah dogs of all southern Eurasia (Zeuner 1963; Brisbin 1974, 1977; Clutton-Brock in press). In the 18th century, stray and feral dogs roaming many of the large cities of the Mediterranean basin (Istanbul, Alexandria) were consistently reported by many authors, and indeed described almost as separate subspecies (cf. BREHM 1893). Warm climates and plenty of food resources have probably favoured the subsistence of dog populations around villages and towns, shifting through the house-stray-feral conditions. In particular, Mediterranean lifestyles and environmental conditions appear very favourable to the support of stray and feral dog populations (relatively warm climate, small game, free-ranging livestock, garbage dumps, loose interests and controls on the “commons”) (Boitani & Fabbri 1983). In a nation-wide dog census conducted in Italy in 1981, Boitani & Fabbri (1983) revealed that feral dogs, i.e. those domestic dogs that live without any direct contact with and dependence on humans, were estimated to be about 80,000, representing about 10% of the total free-ranging dog population, which includes also stray dogs and all those left by their owner to move freely in and out of villages into the surrounding areas. In spite of their significant impact on human and natural environments, free-ranging dogs have rarely been investigated until recently and few studies of their ecology have been reported (Beck 1973; Scott & Causey 1973; Nesbitt 1975; Causey & Cude 1980; Barnett & Rudd 1983; Daniels 1983a, 1983b; Gipson 1983; Daniels & Bekoff 1989a, 1989b; Boitani et al. in press).

Wolves and dogs are often given separate names (i.e., Canis lupus for the wolf, and Canis familiaris for the dogs), but they are, by all taxonomic criteria, the same species, and it is now widely accepted that the wolf is the ancestor of all dog types. Almost 12,000 years of selection by humans has amplified the phenotype diversity of the dogs, as a result of natural and artificial selection. While the dog’s fitness appears high when tested in its “natural” human context, little is known of the dog’s performance when matched by natural selection forces alone.

In this paper we compare ecological and life-history traits of feral dogs and wolves; analysis of their differences and similarities might help understand to what extent the domestication process altered the wild progenitors’ behavioural and ecological patterns, and affected the dog’s fitness in a natural environment. We focus
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primarily on feral dog groups whose existence in the wild is recent (i.e., a few generations) and who do not belong to populations which have completed a de-domestication process in an evolutionary perspective (Price 1984). Dingoes and pariah dogs are therefore excluded from the analysis having been exposed to natural selection for a number of generations significant enough to attain a rather stable “wild” phenotype: dingoes, having totally lost any domesticity, are often no longer considered feral (Price 1984). However, given (i) relatively brief (in terms of generations) exposure of feral dog groups to natural selection forces, and (ii) the degree of both intra- and inter-group individual variability due to differences in breed-types and cross-breeding history, we believe that one cannot reasonably expect any adaptive value of feral dog socio-ecological traits. It is also obvious that the great variability observed in the 350 and more different dog breeds might play a substantial role in determining the degree of expression of some socio-ecological traits (e.g., social attitudes, territorialism, etc.). However, even though information on breed influence on feral dogs’ biology is not yet available, “pure” modern breeds are rarely found in well-established feral dog groups, where one might assume extreme breed tendencies to be selected against.

The perceived differences in ecological strategies as revealed by feral dog groups and wolf packs living in the natural environment, might be viewed as a test of our understanding of the evolutionary and adaptive values of the ecological traits in the wolf, as well as in other social, wild canids. Our underlying hypothesis is that many aspects of feral dog ecology, being the results of relaxed natural selection forces, represent primarily expressions of “evolutionary inertia” and/or results and epiphenomena of artificial selection in the dog.

In our comparative approach, we focus on those behavioural and ecological features of both wolves and feral dogs for which data are available and for which similar methodologies have been adopted. Particular reference is made to a research programme carried out on a group of feral dogs from 1984 to 1988 by means of radio-tracking in a mountainous area of the central Apennines (Abruzzo, Italy) (Andreoli 1987, Ciucci 1987, Francisci et al. 1991), and whose results are comprehensively reported by Boitani et al. (in press). In particular we analyze parameters such as demography and sociality, reproduction and life-history, space-use patterns, activity patterns and feeding habits.

Although limited data on feral dog ecology are currently available, we have attempted a critical review of the existing literature. However, the same problems found in the study of domestication such as the geographic variation in biological characteristics and the choice of what constitutes a “representative” study population (Price 1984) might apply in our case, therefore limiting the generalization of our conclusions.

FERAL DOGS AND THE FERALIZATION MODEL

Feral dogs are not a homogeneous category of animals. One of the critical difficulties encountered in conducting feral dog research is the determination of the true status of the dog being investigated, and several different definitions have been proposed (Causey & Cude 1980; Boitani & Fabbri 1983; Daniels & Bekoff 1989a, 1989b). The distinction among feral, stray, and other free-ranging dogs is sometimes a matter of degree (Nesbitt 1975). Dogs categories have been classified on
the basis of behavioural or ecological traits (Scott & Causey 1973, Causey & Cude 1980); the dog’s origins (Daniels & Bekoff 1989a, 1989b); the dog’s main type of range (rural vs urban free-ranging: Berman & Dunbar 1983; those having unrestricted access to public property: Beck 1973); the dog’s kind and level of human dependency (WHO 1988). Boitani et al. (in press) defined feral dogs as those living in a wild and free state with no direct food or shelter intentionally supplied by humans (Causey & Cude 1980), and that did not show any evidence of socialization to humans (Daniels & Bekoff 1989a), but rather a strong continuous avoidance of direct human contacts. Visual and radiotracking observations were used to distinguish feral dogs from other free-ranging dogs. This diversity of definitions contributes to the difficulties of comparing results from different studies. Further complexity arises from considering feralization from the evolutionary perspective, where it has been viewed as the domestication process in reverse (Hale 1969, Brisbin 1974, Price 1984), or as a behavioural ontogenetic (developmental) process (Daniels & Bekoff 1989c): the two interpretations focus on different levels (population and individual) and imply different temporal scales as well as different theoretical and research approaches (Daniels & Bekoff 1989c).

Indeed, most authors agree that “owned”, “stray” and “feral” dogs are not closed categories and that dogs may change their status throughout their life (Scott & Causey 1973, Nesbitt 1975, Hirata et al. 1987, Daniels 1988, Daniels & Bekoff 1989a), supporting Daniels & Bekoff (1989c) view of feralization as a behavioural ontogenetic process, sometime occurring within an individual lifetime. Only three dogs out of the 11 adults studied by Boitani et al. (in press) were certainly born in the wild, while the others were recruited from the village populations, shifting from a stray to a feral condition. Shifting status may depend upon several natural and artificial causes (Fig. 1): a dog can become stray by escaping human control, by abandonment or simply by being born to a stray mother (Beck 1975). A stray dog can become feral when forced out of a human environment or when co-opted or simply accepted by a feral group existing nearby (Daniels 1988; Daniels & Bekoff 1989a, 1989c), like the majority of group members studied by Boitani et al. (in press). In the same study, it was found that some free-ranging dogs could display behaviours and attitudes intermediate to those expected on the basis of the proposed categories. This suggests that change of status in dogs is not always radical and abrupt, but rather, depending on local stimuli and conditions, might require a

![Fig. 1. — The feralization model.](image-url)
significant portion of an individual life-span. A change in local conditions might force an individual dog to reverse its tendencies. The way back (i.e., toward the “house” category) may be observed when a stray dog is adopted by humans. The further step (i.e., from feral to stray or even owned condition), although generally unlikely, has been observed by Boitani et al. (in press), and more recently experimentally demonstrated by one of us (P. Ciucci unpubl.) by rehabilitating a feral dog to a domestic status (both cases referring to individuals who, although living as feral dogs, were not born in the wild). However, the evidence so far collected suggests that, when feral dogs live in socially independent units (i.e., they are socially bonded with other dogs), and in the absence of interference from humans, it is highly unlikely for them to reverse their status (i.e., the feralization process is reinforced through new generations). From this perspective, our definition of feral dogs (cf. Boitani et al. in press) matches Daniels & Bekoff (1989c) view that feralization occurs through the development of a fear response to humans, and does not necessarily involves a significant genetic divergence from their domestic ancestors.

DEMOGRAPHY AND GROUP COMPOSITION

Social system

The typical social system found in wolves is a linear hierarchy structure extended to all members of the social unit (males and females), where dominant-subordinate distances are regulated on the basis of individual agonistic behaviour (Meck 1970, Žimen 1982). The wolf social structure, where dominance is reflected both in terms of privilege (e.g., “peck order”) and initiative (travelling, hunting, territorial defence, reproduction, etc.) appears to allow for a higher functional integration among individual members than the mere aggregation of individual behaviours. Indeed, forms of social control might affect individual tendencies to increase the group’s functionality and survival. For example, social control on reproduction (i.e., deferred reproduction, Packard et al. 1983) regulates the number of reproducing individuals within the group and, at the same time, might increase the chances of pup survival through availability of non-reproducing adults (Harrington et al. 1983).

In the case of feral dogs the social structure appears to be essentially an aggregation of monogamous breeding pairs and their associates (pups and/or subadults of pair members). Agonistic behaviour, which has been observed in ritualized forms similar to those of wolves (L. Boitani et al. unpubl. data), does not seem to extend over the individual level and does not seem to translate into a higher social structure (i.e., the hierarchical scale of wolves) that includes all individuals and exerts forms of social control on group activity (e.g., in reproduction). It is not clear if the lack of a higher social organization is related to the nature, the intensity and the frequency of agonistic confrontations among individuals in feral dog group, or rather to the lack in the dog of the same social susceptibility, in terms of behaviour and physiology, which appears to be critical in wolf sociality, or to all these. Indeed, in the case of feral dogs the observed intraspecific social behaviour might simply reflect the influence of human contacts during its early phases (Scott & Fuller 1965). This is even more important in dogs living under feral conditions but who have been recruited from the house and/or stray categories. If this were true we would expect, as the
number of generations under feral conditions increases, for social attitudes in feral dogs to resemble more closely those of wolves. Also, the extent different breeds influence the social behaviour should be carefully considered.

Social unit

Among canids, packs are social units that hunt, rear young and protect a communal territory as a stable group (Mech 1970); and their members are usually related individuals (Bekoff et al. 1984).

Wolves, in particular, live in packs that are basically one-family units (Mech 1970, Haber 1977, Peterson 1977) that form when two adults of opposite sex meet on a vacant territory, and reproduce (Rothman & Mech 1979, Fritts & Mech 1981). Formation and persistence of the pack as a functional unit is based on the social bond among its members, or what has been referred to, in human terms, as a sort of “affectional tie” (Mech 1970: 46). Although there are also cases of “non-family” packs reported in the wild, all have in common a male-female pair (Mech & Nelson 1990).

Feral dogs in Italy showed characteristics of the wolf pack only to a limited extent and, most notably, members of the same social unit were not generally related (Boitani et al. in press), as in most cases of stray and feral dogs studied elsewhere (Scott & Causey 1973; Nesbitt 1975; Causey & Cude 1980; Berman & Dunbar 1983; Daniels & Bekoff 1989a, 1989b). However, even though the whole social unit centred around stable breeding-pairs, the kinds of association and social bond among feral dogs did not reflect the precise rules of pack living, as known for other canids (Kleiman & Eisenberg 1973, Bekoff et al. 1984, Gittleman 1989). Therefore, we propose the term “group” as more appropriate for a feral dogs’ social unit rather than pack.

Group size and density

Group size was 2-5 individuals in Scott & Causey (1973) and 2-6 individuals in 14 groups in Causey & Cude (1980), both in Alabama. Daniels & Bekoff (1989b) report 2-4 animals per pack in their feral population in Arizona. Nesbitt (1975), in his 5-years study of feral dogs in Illinois, found a mean group size of 5-6 animals. Boitani & Racana (1984) also report feral dogs in Basilicata (southern Italy) seen mostly in pairs. Boitani et al. (in press) found group size ranging 3-6 adults. Urban free-ranging dog studies report a majority of animals being seen alone or in pairs (Beck 1975, Berman & Dunbar 1983, Daniels 1983a, Hirata et al. 1986, Daniels & Bekoff 1989b, Macdonald & Carr in press). It is possible that the smaller group sizes in urban and rural areas are due to the little advantage conferred on group-living when food resources are scarce (Beck 1973, Daniels & Bekoff 1989b), or, alternatively, to the fact that in urban areas food resources are plentiful and cooperative “hunting” is not an advantage (Berman & Dunbar 1983). Unfortunately neither of these considerations are supported by accurate estimates of food resources, in both spatial and temporal terms.

Pack size in wolves varies greatly, generally ranging from two to 15 individuals per pack in winter (Mech 1986), and packs of up to 36 individuals have been reported from Alaska (Rausch 1967). However, average pack size from different
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areas appears to be seven or less (MECH 1970). Although information regarding pack dynamics in wolves has been obtained both in captivity and in the wild (e.g. ZIMEN 1982; MECH 1977a, 1986), the factors through which pack size are regulated have not been clearly defined. Pack size is a function of mortality and recruitment rates, as well as time of dispersal by pack members (PACKARD & MECH 1980). However, the ultimate and most important factor affecting pack size appears to be prey abundance, as changes in prey availability correspond to proportional changes in pack size: MECH (1977a) reported a decrease in mean pack size (midwinter) from 5.7-8.6 to 3.7 during a period of deer decline in Minnesota, and MESSIER (1985) reported a mean pack size of 5.7 and 3.7, respectively in areas of high and low prey density in Quebec. Pack size is not to be expected to be stationary year-round (MECH 1977a, 1986), and major fluctuations (up to 12%) have been observed from December through March in areas of low prey density (MESSIER 1985).

The group composition of feral dogs was found to be rather stable by BOITANI et al. (in press), although in the absence of any apparent, intrinsic regulatory mechanism. In the 1984-1987 period, all events reducing or increasing the group numbers appeared to be related to external factors (human persecution and the availability of stray dogs), and without any predictable adaptive value. All deaths of sexually mature individuals were accidental and caused by human interference, while the newborn from feral parents contributed almost nil to the long term group stability. Only by recruitment of new members from the village stray population was the feral group able to maintain its size: at the end of the study, all but one dog in the group were of stray origin. The accidental disruption of the breeding pair appeared essential to trigger the recruitment mechanism: as a pair-bonded adult died the adult left alone managed to co-opt a sexually mature individual of the opposite sex. This new member became in turn socially accepted by the whole feral group. Breeding periods in canids are accompanied by extensive social interactions which, in turn, may contribute to stronger pair bonds (KLEIMAN & EISENBERG 1973). Increased social interactions may facilitate co-option of external adults (most interactions with dogs from the villages were observed during these periods), while a strong pair bond may be the major cause of preventing further co-options. Although these speculations might be a promising hypothesis, they do not foresee any self-regulating mechanism for group size, and are weakened by the lack of data on the behavioural responses of in-group individuals to the attempts of external dogs to approach and join the group.

Quantity and distribution of food resources are often called as primary causes of social groups and determinants of group size (MACDONALD 1983, VON SCHANTZ 1984, MACDONALD & CARR 1989 and in press). BOITANI et al. (in press) discussed the role of the dumps at their study area, which provided a food supply in excess during all seasons: group size was then referred more to social factors rather than ecological ones. It is interesting to note that the marked philopatry of those dogs would meet the general premises of the Territory Inheritance Hypothesis (LINDSTROM 1986): this hypothesis on the evolution of group-living in carnivores gives stronger importance to the attachment of individuals to the parents' territories, and it predicts an optimal group size which fits the results obtained by BOITANI et al. (in press). The same authors, however, failed to report differential measures of fitness of phylopatric sub-adults versus dispersers, which are critical to assess LINDSTROM's hypothesis. The feral dog ecology must undergo deeper and longer term research in order to be reasonably tested against these theoretical generalizations. In addition, we believe that theoretical analysis of canid evolutionary strategies (BEKOFF et al.
1984) are of limited value when carried out on animals which have been living under artificial and natural selection pressures.

It seems reasonable to assume that the lack of social structure and social bonds, that is typical of the wolf pack, poses an upper limit to the number of feral dogs that can effectively cooperate as a functional unit (in hunting, territorial defence, offspring care, etc.). This might in part explain the smaller size of feral dog groups (Scott & Causey 1973, Nesbitt 1975, Causey & Cude 1980, Daniels & Bekoff 1989b, Boitani et al. in press) as compared to wolf packs. However, the situation appears obscured in Italy where, for both wolves and feral dogs, even though to a different extent, human persecution and interference is perhaps the most important (and unpredictable) factor affecting, directly and indirectly, the pack and group demography. This could also explain the lower density values observed for wolves in Italy (1.25/100 km², Zimen & Boitani 1975) and in Spain (1.5-2/100 km², Vilà et al. 1993) as compared to those at the same latitudes in North-America, even in periods of population decline (3.4/100 km², Mech 1986). A conservative density estimate for the feral dogs studied through intense field research by Boitani et al. (in press) accounts for 1.3-2.0 feral dogs/100 km², which appears closer to the wolf density in Italy (Zimen & Boitani 1975). This could suggest that feral dog groups in Abruzzo tend to be regulated by the same ecological factors (including human persecution) that operate on wolves, although through very different mechanisms (see Boitani et al. in press).

Conversely, wolf densities in North-America appear to be regulated essentially by the availability of the ungulate biomass (Keith 1983) which, through the wolves’ social behaviour, has an effect on their numerical and functional responses.

REPRODUCTION AND LIFE HISTORIES

Breeding

Domestic dogs usually breed twice a year, although without seasonal patterns. In feral dogs, Boitani et al. (in press) found an average 7.3 months (range 6.5-10 months) between oestrus. As 50% of the parturitions occurred during the period February-May, they indicate a breeding increase in spring, whereas the others were scattered during the rest of the year. Although the spring concentration was significant, it has not yet been possible to determine any real synchrony of breeding among females. Macdonald & Carr (in press) report a much more synchronized breeding in their dogs and refer this to a period of group stability: this hypothesis is consistent with data by Boitani et al. (in press), and it deserves further observation. Increase in breeding in spring and fall was reported by Gipson (1972) and suggested as possible by Daniels & Bekoff (1989b). Time of the year breeding occurs has a critical adaptive value, in terms of pup survival rates, and wild canids in Italy generally give birth in April (Vulpes vulpes) and in April-May (Canis lupus) (Boitani 1981). In this regard, however, it is quite unlikely that the observed concentration in spring of oestrus cycles in feral dogs might indicate a converging strategy, even at a very early degree, with other wild canids. The life spans and poor viability of the dog population would not allow sufficient time for a strategy to be successfully attained. It might rather represent the remnant of an ancestral condition, i.e. the physiological potential to synchronize endogenous reproductive rhythms to the photoperiod cycle, as can be inferred from wolves (Seal & Mech 1983, Seal et al. 1987) and Cape hunting dogs
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(Cunningham 1905). On the other hand, the lack of synchronicity among the breeding females of the studied group (Boitani et al. in press), as well as the casual distribution throughout the year of the off-spring oestrus cycles, might be expression of modifications of the ancestral reproductive traits due to artificial selection: the loss of susceptibility to a social control on reproduction and an escape from photoperiod synchronization (Packard et al. 1985).

Although there are cases of two litters being raised successfully within the same pack of wolves (Murie 1944, Van Ballenberghe 1983, Mech & Nelson 1989), restriction of breeding to a single dominant female appears to be the general rule (e.g. Rabb et al. 1967, Mech 1970, Zimen 1976, Packard & Mech 1980, Harrington et al. 1982), and it is achieved through deferred reproduction of the subordinates (Packard et al. 1983, 1985). Within the feral dog group studied in Italy (Boitani et al. in press) no indication was gathered of any form of social control on the sexual behaviour of the (subordinate) adults. All females reproduced, giving the group its full potential for demographic increase.

Denning and parental care

Only one case of group splitting was observed by Boitani et al. (in press) when denning and pup rearing by one of the feral dog females was observed to last more than 5 months. In all other denning activities, females always reared their pups without any care or threats by other group members, and located their dens within or in close proximity to the group’s traditional core areas. Denning females spent most of the time at the den, with frequent visits to the closest feeding sources. Denning females who reared offspring within the group’s traditional home-range were often visited by other group members, although there was no indication of communal care of the litters (Boitani et al. in press). Pups in their first weeks of life were often left unattended at the den while the mother was feeding, and this might indeed account for a significant rate of infant mortality due to predation (Boitani et al. in press). Denning and rearing pups apart from the group has been reported in feral dogs by Daniels (1988) and Daniels & Bekoff (1989b). Group splitting during denning has been suggested as an adaptive strategy for pack-living canids as a way to reduce the burden of alloparental care on the pack, and to reduce the threats of infanticide by the dominant female (Daniels & Bekoff 1989b); on the other hand, group participation in rearing is adaptive for just the opposite reasons, i.e. it relieves the female from the burden of caring alone for her pups, and it provides more protection for the young from other predators (Kleiman & Eisenberg 1973). In absence of a selective pressure for pack splitting, denning within the group’s territory increases protection from intruders and potential predators.

In wolves, dens are generally located within the pack territory (Lowhead 1983, Ciucci & Mech 1992), and all the pack movements during denning periods are influenced by the den location, where the adults and the yearlings return periodically to regurgitate and attend the pups (Murie 1944, Mech 1970, Carbyn 1974, Van Ballenberghe et al. 1975, Harrington & Mech 1982). In wolves, the role of auxiliaries (non-breeding adults and yearlings) in the communal rearing of the relatives’ offspring has recently been interpreted in terms of individual selection (Packard & Mech 1980, Harrington & Mech 1982, Harrington et al. 1983) where, rather than a form of altruism, it is viewed as part of the optimal reproductive strategy of those individuals who temporarily defer reproduction (Packard et al. 1983).
In feral dogs, rearing pups without male assistance might be due to the domestication process, where humans have provided assistance. In fact, dogs stand alone, among all canids, for a total lack of paternal care (Kleiman & Malcolm 1981). This could also explain the apparent lack of auxiliaries of any sex in feral dog groups, even though it is mostly the absence of deferred reproduction in the adults, i.e. absence of social control on subordinates’ sexual behaviour (Packard et al. 1985), that seems to affect the availability of potential helpers.

Litter size and pup survival

Dogs are known to have litter sizes up to 17, although up to 10 is the most usual range (Kleiman 1968, Kleiman & Eisenberg 1973). For feral dogs, a litter of five and a total of eight for two other litters have been reported by Nesbitt (1975), and Daniels & Bekoff (1989b) report a total of 10 pups from two litters. However, estimates of litter size rely on pups first sightings, which rarely occur before they are mobile (2-4 weeks old), when natal and post-natal mortality might have already contributed to lower estimates. Boitani et al. (in press) report a lower mean litter size (3.63 pups/litter, n = 11) than previously reported for feral dogs elsewhere, and also lower than the figure (5.5 pups/litter, n = 17) obtained by Macdonald & Carr (in press) in the same study area for a different period and group composition. Along with factors such as nutritional status of the bitches, occurrence of epizootics and competition among pups, and predation, the different litter size values might be explained by the great variability in age-related fecundity in different breeds, as well as by different age-structures of the groups studied.

Wolf average litter sizes in the wild range from 4.0 to 6.5 (Mech 1970), estimates being mostly based on the first observation of the litters after parturition, as for the dogs. Based on active nipple counts of lactating females, and on mid-summer and winter pups observations, Mech (1977a) reported an average litter size from 3.0 to 3.4 pups/litter, relating the lower than average estimate to the considerable nutritional stress that the population was facing. It remains unclear, however, if food availability affects the natality rates of the breeding females or rather pup survival rates during the early post-natal period, or both.

Survival rates for wolf pups are generally low in conditions of malnutrition (Mech 1970, Van Balenberghe & Mech 1975, Seal et al. 1975), and appear positively correlated with the number of in-group auxiliaries (Harrington et al. 1983). Survival rates are generally low in feral dogs as compared with wolves. Boitani et al. (in press) found that out of 40 pups, 28 (70%) died within 70 days of birth, 9 (22.5%) died within 120 days, 1 (2.5%) within one year, and only 2 (5%) survived the age of one year. These values compare with similar ones found by Nesbitt (1975), Scott & Causey (1973), Daniels & Bekoff (1989b), Macdonald & Carr (in press). The low survival rate at 4 months of age (7.5%) found by Boitani et al. (in press) is a clear indication that the majority of mortality occurs during this period of early independence, and may be due to four factors relevant for the purpose of this paper: a) in the absence of communal helping, pups are often left at the den unattended, thus increasing the risks of predation; b) from about 6-8 weeks of age the pups begin to explore, without adult supervision, increasing portions of range surrounding the den site and this, again, increases risks of predation; c) as their mother enters her new oestrus cycle, she is most likely to lower her interest in her offspring, and d) irregular breeding cycles occurring twice a year cause many a lit-
ter to be born in periods of inclement weather. Thus, although early mortality deserves further study, low efficiency in reproduction in feral dogs appears to be mostly affected by two relevant aspects of their breeding biology: (i) the social environment of the group which does not provide auxiliaries for the communal care of the offspring, and (ii) the reproductive physiology of the females in terms of number and timing of their oestrus cycles. Such conditions, when transferred to natural environment, determine high rates of reproductive failures and offspring/juvenile mortality.

From a demographic standpoint, survival rates of only 5% to one year of age contribute to understanding why free-ranging dogs are not able to maintain their population levels. This was already stressed by urban dog studies (Beck 1973, Daniels 1983a) and it was left unanswered by Daniels & Bekoff (1989b) for feral dogs in Arizona. In the area investigated by Boitani et al. (in press), the feral dog group could not have maintained the observed population level without a continuous recruitment of new group members from outside (i.e., free-ranging and stray dogs).

Sex ratio

A critical component of the set of parameters contributing to the negative demographic balance observed by Boitani et al. (in press) in feral dogs is the skewed sex ratio. Urban and rural/suburban dog populations generally show a skewed sex ratio for males, ranging from 1.6:1 to 5:1 in favour of males (Beck 1973, Daniels 1983a, Boitani & Racana 1984, Daniels & Bekoff 1989b, WHO 1988). MacDonald & Carr (in press) found ratios of 4:1 and 2.6:1 in favour of males in the villages of the same Italian study area where Boitani et al. (in press) reported a sex ratio of from 2:1 to 1.5:1 (group composition at various stages, and considering only the adult members of the group) in favour of females. Possible reasons for these findings have already been discussed (Beck 1973, Daniels & Bekoff 1989b): the sex ratios of urban dogs result from the direct selection of males as pets and from selective removal of females from the population, either temporarily to avoid unwanted pregnancies, or permanently by killing them as newborn. However, a differential mortality rate for the two sexes is not likely to occur outside artificial human interference. Daniels & Bekoff (1989b) also reported a sex ratio of 3.5:1 in favour of females in a feral dog population in Arizona, in an area adjacent to the previously cited urban areas: they explained the result by suggesting that an important source of feral dogs was the abandonment of females removed from urban and rural areas. This appeared the only logical, though weak, explanation since no evidence could be obtained either on skewed sex ratios of new-borns, or on differential survival between sexes.

These results are even more difficult to discuss when considering that overall litter composition was found by Boitani et al (in press), highly skewed in favour of males (3.2:1). In wolves, Mech (1975) found a male biased pup sex ratio in condition of marginal nutrition or intense food competition among adults suggesting this might contribute to the population regulation process. While the dog litter sex ratio in favour of males might suggest retention in feral dogs of the similar, though unknown, physiological mechanism (Mech 1975), higher female survival rates appear the only explanation when litter sex ratio is compared to adult sex-ratio: it might possibly be related to a) a stronger tendency of male pups to explore the
areas surrounding the den site, and b) differential maternal care of pups of different sexes. Further research is needed on the relation between survival rates of the two sexes to nutritional status, philopatry tendencies and maternal care.

SPACE USE PATTERNS

Home-range

Space use in feral dogs is not dissimilar from most other wild canids, in that for their life-history activities they utilize definite and traditional areas (home-ranges) which, to a varying extent, intensity and variability, tend to be defended against intruders (i.e., territory) (Scott & Causey 1973, Causey & Cude 1980, Gipson 1983, Daniels & Bekoff 1989a, Boitani et al. in press). In addition to the several environmental factors which determine home-range size and configuration, human activities can play a powerful role in affecting the biological answers of canids (Kleiman & Brady 1978), and of dogs in particular.

Within the overall home-range of 57.8 km², Boitani et al. (in press) found that the dog group used smaller portions at a time, shifting core areas in response to several factors: the finding of new food resources (i.e., a large livestock carrion), disturbance by human presence, denning activities, previous spatial-use patterns of newly recruited dogs, unpredictable fluctuation in food availability at dumps, possible interference by wolves. These factors had no seasonal predictability, and they appeared randomly in the group history. Daniels & Bekoff (1989a) reported seasonal variations related to the presence of dependent pups for one of the two groups studied, while the other did not show any change in its core area use. Differential energetic requirements were suggested as a possible reason for the two groups behaviour (Daniels & Bekoff 1989a). Scott & Causey (1973) also found a change of core areas depending on the presence of pups.

Drifting ranges have been recorded for urban foxes as a consequence of social instability entailed by abrupt changes to population structure and food availability (Doncaster & Macdonald 1991). Boitani et al. (in press) suggest that drifting of seasonal ranges reflect not only direct environmental changes, but also the influence of previous knowledge of the area by a new member of the group. The random changing of core areas was maintained within three main alternate areas, and within the same long term boundaries, indicating that a tradition of area use prevented more random movements.

Home-range estimates can yield very different results as a consequence of the methods being adopted, and this should be taken into account when interpreting data from different studies (Macdonald et al. 1980). Furthermore, telemetry techniques produce sets of data hardly comparable with other type of information (i.e., visual observation, tracks in snow, etc.) in assessing the extent of range and habitat utilization. These considerations might explain a great part of the variability in home-range sizes reported so far for feral dogs (see Boitani et al. in press, for a review). Limited to radio-telemetry studies, home-range sizes reported for feral dogs range from 4.44-10.4 km² for three different groups in east-central Alabama (Scott & Causey 1973), to 18.72 km² in Alabama (Causey & Cude 1980) and 70 km² in Alaska (Gipson 1983). Boitani et al. (in press) discussed the factors believed to play a significant role in determining home range size, namely the relative distances of dens, dumps and resting (refuge) sites, that are largely independent of group size.
Urban and suburban dogs are reported to have much smaller home-ranges (from 2-11 up to 61 ha) (Beck 1973, Fox et al. 1975, Daniels 1983a, Berman & Dunbar 1983, Santamaria et al. 1990). Food availability patterns, small group sizes and reduced social contacts are probably the determinants of such behaviour, confirming the mechanism being suggested for the feral dog data.

Average wolf territory sizes may range from 78 km$^2$, in areas where wolves prey primarily on white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) (Fuller 1989), to 2.541 km$^2$ at higher latitudes with moose (Alces alces) and caribou (Rangifer tarandus) as the main prey (Ballard et al. 1987). Much of the observed variation in territory size has been interpreted as dependent on several factors among which the most relevant appear to be pack size (Peterson et al. 1984, Messier 1985, Ballard et al. 1987), prey density (Messier 1985), and wolf population density (Fritts & Mech 1981). The influence of all these factors on territory size appears to depend also on the level of human exploitation of the local wolf populations (Peterson et al. 1984, Ballard et al. 1987). Shifts in the use of the internal parts of wolf territories have been reported: in summer as a result of pup presence at the den and at rendezvous sites, and in winter to increase effectiveness of prey exploitation (Fritts & Mech 1981, Messier 1985). Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the flexibility observed in space use by feral dogs might substantially be the same strategy of their wild ancestors where, depending on local conditions, territory utilization tend to optimize resource utilization and survival. In fact, in the same area where feral dogs have been studied by Boitani et al. (in press), radiocollared wolves exhibited a similar pattern of territory use (Ciucci 1994).

**Territoriality**

Territorial behaviour in feral dogs was observed by Boitani et al. (in press) more consistently than previously reported (Scott & Fuller 1965, Bekoff 1979, Daniels & Bekoff 1989a, Berman & Dunbar 1983, Boitani & Racana 1984), as it was displayed not only in the vicinity of den sites, but within the entire core areas and during the whole year; this pattern is also reported by Macdonald & Carr (in press) for the same area. Territorial defence could be inferred through observation of direct encounters (chasing and/or facing conspecific intruders), vocal advertisement (barking), and the absence for the study time-span of other stable groups of dogs in the same territory. Even though there were signs of scent-marking activities, no attempt was made to clarify the role of such marking in territory maintenance, as it has been done for wolves (Peters & Mech 1975, Rothman & Mech 1979).

The higher frequency of territorial behaviour reported by Boitani et al. (in press) might be related to a higher level of integration within the group, a higher degree of isolation from other dogs, and to the food resources being concentrated mostly in localized patches at the dumps. Also, the partial overlap with two wolf pack territories in the same study area might have increased the dogs’ general alertness and territorial behaviour. In addition, breed influence on territorial behaviour needs to be contemplated, since it is likely that the observed degree of territoriality in part reflected the typical traits of the Maremma dog, one of the dominant types in the feral group breeding history.

Although in the absence of any evidence for direct competition between feral dogs and wolves (apart from one dog most probably being killed by wolves), partial overlap of territories and the almost identical niche that they share in central Italy
(Boitani 1983) make competition for food and space highly likely. Thus, the presence of wolves might have been an important component in shaping the dogs' home-range, and in determining its location and maintenance. The fact that feral dogs' core-areas were closer to human settlements than the wolves' core-areas, and located in the interstice between two neighbouring wolf territories (Ciucci 1987, Boitani et al. in press), might indicate that the dog group was not competing efficiently enough to succeed independently from human presence.

Territorial behaviour in wolves has been investigated (e.g., Peters & Mech 1975, Harrington & Mech 1979), related to intraspecific density and prey abundance (e.g., Mech 1977a, 1986), and interpreted as a mechanism of population regulation (Packard & Mech 1980). Although the proximate causation of territorial behaviour might be similar in dogs and wolves (i.e., the defence of resources within the territory), it seems unlikely that in feral dogs it might work as a mechanism of population regulation; in fact, for this to be true, one would expect feral dog populations to appear reproductively self-sustaining and their in-group sexual behaviour susceptible to social control (Packard & Mech 1980). However, both these conditions have not been met in the group studied by Boitani et al. (in press). It would be intriguing to investigate further the evolution of territorial patterns and mechanisms in feral dogs, searching for the rules that minimize inter-group encounters typical of saturated wolf populations (e.g., Peters & Mech 1975, Harrington & Mech 1979). This would contribute to our understanding of the evolution scent-marking and vocal behaviours, and the role that natural and artificial selection plays in their shaping.

ACTIVITY PATTERNS

A tendency for nocturnal and crepuscular activity was first reported by Beck (1973) for urban dogs: during the summer months, it was mainly restricted to two periods, 07:00-10:00 p.m. and 05:00-08:00 a.m. A similar bimodal model of activity distributions was found by Berman & Dunbar (1983) for the dogs of Berkeley, California. Hirata et al. (1986) reported that dogs of several Japanese towns were most active from 00:00 to 06:00 a.m., with a peak just before and around 06:00 a.m. The predominant dawn peak had already been observed in free-ranging rural dogs in Virginia (Perry & Giles 1971), while the bimodal distribution was confirmed by several studies on feral dogs (Scott & Causey 1973, Causey & Cude 1980, Boitani & Racana 1984, Daniels & Bekoff 1989a). Nesbitt (1975), discussing similar temporal patterns, suggested that feral dogs could be active and travel all day but were restricted to nocturnal and crepuscular hours in the attempt to avoid human contact. Boitani et al. (in press) presented similar results which seem to confirm Nesbitt's hypothesis: when the human presence was low, a female dog moved mostly during daytime, while she later resumed nocturnal habits when visiting the more "dangerous" dumps close to the villages. Avoiding humans may provide an explanation for nocturnal activities, but it does not explain the bimodal pattern found for all dogs and for all seasons. Nine out of 17 canids are strictly nocturnal (cf. Bekoff et al. 1981); bimodal activity regimes are known for a great variety of carnivores (Vulpes fulva: Ables 1975; Crocuta crocuta: Kruuk 1972; Chrysocyon brachyurus: Dietz 1984) and they are a common biological pattern. Aschoff (1966) called it the "bigeminus pattern" and suggested that it is an innate behavioural trait, indepen-
dent from any environmental pressure. Aschoff (1966) also pointed out that the second (dawn) peak is usually lower, but this is not the case in the study by Boitani et al. (in press), where maximum activity levels have been always observed at dawn.

Wolf activity patterns are extremely influenced by different environmental conditions, including human interference. Activity in wolves in North-America has been studied primarily through direct observation, and therefore most of the data are essentially limited to daylight hours. However, available radiotelemetry data (Kolenosky & Johnston 1967, Ballard et al. 1991) and other direct observations (Murie 1944, Joslin 1966, Ballard et al. 1991) tend to confirm the nocturnal activity pattern of wolves, with crepuscular times (dawn and sunset) being the most likely periods of arrival at, and departure from, the den- and rendezvous-sites. Nevertheless, other authors reported that wolves tend to be active also during the daylight hours, and that this proportion of activity (moving, travelling, hunting) tends to be higher in winter months, as well as indirectly correlated with the nutritional status of the wolves (Mech 1977b, Peterson et al. 1984). West-European studies, based on 24-hr monitoring cycles, depict wolf activity as being almost nil during daylight hours, with the wolves being primarily active from sunset to dawn (Boitani 1982, Urios et al. 1993, Villa et al. 1993, Cucci 1994). In Spain, an analysis of wolf activity confirmed a nocturnal, bimodal pattern (Urios et al. 1993, Villa et al. 1993), whereas in highly populated areas of Italy nocturnal activity was mostly unimodal, lacking periods of decreased activity in the night hours (Cucci 1994). This has to be expected if the innate bimodal pattern (Aschoff 1966) has been selected against: in areas of high anthropic interference, activity peaks at dawn and sunset would increase the chance of wolf-human encounters, especially where the location of wolf refuge-sites and feeding-sites appear to be interspersed with human settlements (Cucci 1994).

Although the present studies on feral dog 24-hr activity patterns have been essentially descriptive, and environmental correlates of activity (food abundance, intra- and interspecific interferences, climatic and physiological factors, etc.) deserve deeper investigation, they tend to confirm that the canids’ innate rhythmicity has not been altered to a great extent through artificial selection, and that feral dog activity patterns may just reflect their ancestors’ flexibility.

**FOOD SOURCES AND PREDATION**

Potential predation on wildlife and livestock has been the instigation for feral dog studies: feral dogs have long been accused by the popular press of predation on deer in North-America and on livestock in Italy, although with little supporting evidence (cf. Boitani 1983, for a short review on wolf-dog competition). Boitani et al. (in press) and Scott & Causey (1973) did not find any evidence of predation on livestock. Nesbitt (1975) was unable to document a single case of livestock depredation in his 5-years study. This last situation resembles that found by Boitani et al. (in press), where cattle were free-ranging over most of the area, yet no interference was ever observed. On the other hand Nesbitt (1975) reported that free-ranging pet dogs killed three calves in that area during his study. This again compares with severe damage by free-ranging owned dogs on livestock that one of us was able to document in other areas of Italy (L. Boitani unpubl.). Thus, some evidence
would suggest that it is essentially free-ranging owned and stray dogs that are primarily responsible for livestock depredation, although more research is needed on this subject. As for predation on wildlife, Boitani et al. (in press) report that wild boar (Sus scrofa), the only ungulate significantly present in the area, was rarely found in dogs’ faeces and, as yet, no evidence has been gathered for predation on a live wild boar. Feral dogs have been reported to have little impact on wildlife by all previous research on their feeding ecology (Perry & Giles 1971, Scott & Causey 1973, Gipson & Sealeander 1977, Causey & Cude 1980). Different experimental hunting with radio-marked and trained dogs failed to prove successful hunting on deer (Progulske & Baskett 1958, Corbett et al. 1971, Sweeney et al. 1971, Olson 1974). On the other hand, Hawkins et al. (1970) and Lowry & MacArthur (1978) reported a small percentage of successful hunting in Illinois and in Idaho, respectively. Most importantly, Denney (1974) in Colorado and Gavitt et al. (1974) in Virginia reported deer being killed by feral dogs. As for livestock, these apparently contradictory results are probably best explained by local conditions in terms of the presence of alternate food resources (and their stability and predictability), dog group size and breed-types, foraging tradition, livestock husbandry techniques, wildlife distribution and density, and level of human persecution. It seems reasonable to assume that all these factors somehow modulate to different extents an innate propensity for predation, which also depends strongly on the attitude of the dominant breed-types in the group (i.e., an effect of artificial selection). Other casual factors, such as the previous experience of some individual in the group, might influence the feeding habits of the whole group (i.e., cultural tradition): exposure to prey, successful predatory trials and cultural transmission are important components in determining hunting techniques, attitudes and prey-type preference.

Scott & Causey (1973) and Boitani et al. (in press) reported brief, apparently uncoordinated, and unsuccessful hunting chases during which the dogs were constantly barking: one might assume that predatory tendencies in a feral dog group are lowered in the long term by unsuccessful attempts due to lack of a coordinated and effective hunting technique. If this were true, one might expect, in the presence of alternative food sources, dog groups to have a more flexible diet, and to incorporate in their diet items easier for single individuals to catch. Alternatively, their diet might just be more stable and predictable. This has been reported by several authors who found that feral dogs hunt and feed on rodents, rabbits, and other small game, although the details are not reported. Detailed accounts of a special predatory situation were given for feral dogs on the Galapagos Islands who feeding on marine iguanas (Amblyrhynchus cristatus) (Kruuk & Snell 1981, Barnett & Rudd 1983), and for feral and semi-feral dogs preying capybaras (Hydrochaerus hydrochaeris) in Venezuela’s llanos (Macdonald 1981). Boitani et al. (in press) and Macdonald & Carr (in press) stressed the importance for the feral dogs of refuse found at the several garbage dumps located within the dogs’ home range.

The importance of parental-teaching, exposure to prey, and successful experience for the development of hunting efficiency in wolf pups has long since been documented (Mech 1970). The same group-living in wolves has been interpreted as a way to overcome prey with a larger body mass (Mech 1970), as also suggested for other predators (e.g., hyenas: Kruuk 1972). Indeed, it is the same social structure of wolf packs that allows each individual to be integrated within an efficient hunting unit. In feral dog groups, however, where leadership is more questionable and social bonds among individuals are more flexible, one would expect predatory tendencies, if any, to be less effective, mostly uncoordinated, and with severe limita-
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tions (e.g., kill rate, prey type and size, energetic cost and benefit balance, time to functional response, etc.). Hence, given the feral dogs’ social structure, it seems reasonable to expect diversified food habits which include smaller and easier-to-catch items (see above). It is noteworthy to report that this also appears to be the case for the dingo in Australia (CORBETT 1989). However, for those dog groups that prey on wildlife (DENNEY 1974, GAVITT et al. 1974), the same mechanisms that regulate most wolf-prey systems (MECH 1977a, 1977b; PETERSON 1977; NELSON & MECH 1981; MESSIER 1985) cannot be expected to be effective, for the feral dog ecology seems to be dictated by non self-regulating biological traits (e.g., productivity and survival). Further research is especially needed in areas were dogs are known to prey on wildlife and in the absence of more predictable food sources (i.e., garbage dumps).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The ecology of feral dogs, dominated by their behavioural tendency to avoid contact with humans, appears to be shaped by a complex of biological traits which, on the one hand, still resemble their ancestors’ flexibility, but on the other fail to meet their original fitness requirements.

Feral dogs’ survival strategies still maintain, to some extent, some ancestral traits, namely group-living tendencies, territorialism, predatory instincts, and a large degree of ecological flexibility. Even though most of these traits appear void of their adaptive value (just as “evolutionary inertia” or artificial selection epiphenomena, as our hypothesis postulated), the dog’s ancestor flexibility seems to be reflected mostly by food habits, space-use patterns, and activity patterns.

The dog flexibility, in both behavioural and morphological traits was enhanced by the domestication process: in particular, the retention of juvenile characters into adulthood (i.e., neoteny), having a significant adaptive value in domesticated environments (e.g., lower aggressiveness, more dependence on humans, early sexual maturation, easier submission), also provided greater plasticity in behavioural development (GINSBURG & SCHOTTE 1978, FRANK 1980, FRANK & FRANK 1982, PRICE 1984). By escaping the full pressure of natural selection, dogs attained greater plasticity also through relaxed selection. This enhanced flexibility of the dogs as compared to wolves appears to be the critical mechanism which partly allow the dogs to overcome the toll of natural selection and to survive in the natural environments. On the other hand, the domestication process is largely responsible for a loss of fitness through altering the response thresholds of several behavioural traits, lowering the observational capability and affecting the cognitive mechanisms, and reducing the overall responsiveness to environmental change due to living for generations in “safe” environments (PRICE 1984). Feral dogs still show variable degrees of these quantitative changes.

The limited data currently available on feral dogs do not allow for a thorough testing of our original hypothesis, even though they tend to confirm the lack of adaptive value of the most relevant socio-ecological traits: feral dogs are not reproductively self-sustaining, suffer from high rates of juvenile mortality, depend indirectly upon humans for food, co-optable individuals, and space, and their demography appears dominated by stochastic and unpredictable mechanisms (BOITANI et al. in press). It is noteworthy that feral dogs which are still dependent on humans for
some aspects of their biology, may still be affected by some form of selection connected to human activities (Beck 1973, Brisbin 1977, Daniels & Bekoff 1989c). Therefore, the feral dog ecology may be significantly different in various habitats and ecological conditions (i.e., different levels of dependency of the dogs on humans). In addition to this, the lack of an operational definition of feral status, based on consistent criteria and referring to a definite temporal scale, makes the comparison among different studies difficult. However, at a general level of analysis, the characteristics of feral dogs and the adaptive value that they fail to match, can be classified in terms of three main biological aspects:

**Sociality.** Feral dogs social units do not function as wolf packs, namely for the lack of clear dominant-subordinate relationships throughout and of firm social bonds among all group members. This directly affects the potential groups size, the breeding system, the group’s efficiency as a functional unit (hunting, territory defence, communal pup rearing, etc.). The most relevant consequences in terms of fitness are: (i) potential limits in the social unit’s efficiency and functionality as group size increases (i.e., potential upper limit to group size); (ii) potentially drastic population fluctuations. The social structure and its expression in feral dog groups does not allow for an efficient mechanism of population regulation in relation to environmental and ecological conditions; (iii) unavailability of potential non-reproducing ‘auxiliaries’; (iv) negative energetic balance of breeding females; (v) high pup/juvenile mortality rates; (vi) low recruitment rates.

**Physiology.** Among the main traits to be affected by artificial selection, reproduction in the dog, as well as in most other domestic species, has been strongly influenced to increase reproductive potential and to shorten generation time. Consequences of this process on physiology are obvious and may be inferred from the frequency of breeding cycles in the females, the apparent escape from photo period synchronization and social-control (i.e., deferred reproduction). In addition it has been suggested, though without good evidence, that the immunodefence system of the domestic dog appears limited in a natural environment, accounting for high mortality rates among pups and subadults (Francisci et al. 1991). All this directly affects reproduction, survival and recruitment in feral dogs, and the most relevant consequences in terms of fitness are: (i) negative energetic balance of breeding females; (ii) high pup/juvenile mortality; (iii) low recruitment rates.

**Behaviour.** Both in terms of individual and social behaviour, the effectiveness of group activities such as hunting, territorial defence, cultural transmission, and reproduction appear limited to some extent. The most relevant consequences in terms of fitness are: (i) low predatory attitude; (ii) low kill rate (efficiency of predation); (iii) potential limits in prey size; (iv) indirect food-dependency upon humans; (v) indirect space-dependency upon humans; (vi) low efficiency or absence of alloparental care of pups.

In conclusion, we believe the present discussion offers a general framework for an assessment of the effects of artificial selection on the dog as it returns to live in the wild, analyzing the adaptive values of the most relevant socio-ecological features of the wolf is natural history. The ultimate goal of assessing the adaptive value of traits which are the results of a mixture of ancient and recent natural and artificial selective pressure might prove impossible to achieve. It is also important to emphasize that our discussion mostly applies to those feral dogs living in the wild for a few generations: our conclusions, then, might not be valid for feral dog populations which have been living under the effects of natural selection forces for
hundreds of years (e.g., pariah dogs and dingoes), where longer reproductive isolation from their domestic ancestors might result in lower phenotypic variability and in behavioural differences which could be genetically determined.

An investigation of feral dog biology under different ecological conditions and longer, multi-generational time-scales, might offer a deeper insight into the issues herein discussed. Future research should also address the role that different dominant breed-types in feral dog groups, as well as the cross-breeding history within them, might play in the expression (nature, quantity, frequency) of the analyzed socio-ecological traits. In this regard, we hope that future studies will benefit from some of the working hypotheses highlighted by our discussion.
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